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Supplemental Methods 

Comparison with other functional scoring methods 

Curation of top-ranked SNPs. We compared our SNP prioritization method with five 

other functional scoring methods, including 3DSNP (1), FIRE (2), GWAS4D (3), IW-

Scoring (4) and RegulomeDB (5). The IW-Scoring (4) integrated eleven commonly 

used scoring methods to assign SNP a combined significance level (P-value) and 

outperformed any single method. We therefore did not compare our method with these 

eleven methods. Functional scores of all autoimmune positive SNPs from these 

methods were collected from online database in March 2019. We extracted prioritized 

autoimmune SNPs by our method under four different minimum functionality evidence 

(≥4, ≥3, ≥2, ≥1, n = 1,292 ~ 9,719, Table S4), and extracted equivalent or approximately 

equivalent top-ranked SNPs by other five methods for functional comparison. (1) Since 

both 3DSNP and FIRE adopted the quantitative scoring system, we selected those top 

scoring ranked SNPs equal to our prioritized SNPs under different minimum evidence 

(≥4, ≥3, ≥2, ≥1) for functional comparison, respectively. (2) The GWAS4D calculated 

combined regulatory probability (P-value) for examined variants by jointly considering 

cell type-specific regulatory potential and cell type-free composite score. We retained 

significant SNPs on GM12878 (P < 0.01, n = 4,838) for comparison with our prioritized 

SNPs under at least two functional evidence (≥1, n = 5,371), which had approximately 

equal SNP counts. (3) Similarly, we selected significant SNPs (P < 0.05, n = 341) by 

IW-scoring for functional comparison with our prioritized SNPs under at least four 

evidence (≥4, n = 1,292), which had the closest SNP counts. (4) The RegulomeDB 

adopted a category based scoring system (class from 1-7, with lower rank means higher 

functional support). We extracted SNPs ranked within class 1-3 (n = 5,156) for 

functional comparison with our prioritized SNPs under at least two functional evidence 

(≥2, n = 5,371), which had the closest SNP counts.   
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Supplemental Figures 

 

Figure S1. Workflow of epigenetic functional scoring 

The top panel shows definition for positive, background and negative autoimmune 

SNPs for the following epigenetic functional scoring. Any coding, spicing or major 

histocompatibility complex locus (MHC) region SNPs were removed. The middle panel 

shows the process for functional scoring. FC: fold enrichment. Epigenetic data in 47 

blood immune cell types across four epigenetic categories (HMM-15, histone 

modification, DHS, TFBS) are used for enrichment analysis using Fisher’s exact test 

(Table S2). M1-M4 denotes annotated or unannotated positive/background SNPs count 

on each epigenetic feature. A1-A4 denotes four epigenetic categories with m1-m4 

significant enriched features for scoring. The bottom panel shows how to determine 

functionality support for each positive SNP. Each SNP had four scores (n1-n4) across 

four epigenetic groups, which were further compared with 5% top ranked score value 

of all negative SNPs (S1-S4) to determine its functionality support.  
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Figure S2. Epigenetic enrichment analysis on autoimmune SNPs 

(A-B) Heatmap showing epigenetic feature enrichment analysis on 606 epigenetic data 

from 47 blood cell types across four epigenetic groups (Left: DHS, HMM-15, histone 

modification. Right: TFBS) between all autoimmune positive SNPs and background 

SNPs. FC: fold enrichment on each feature comparing autoimmune positive SNPs with 

background SNPs. Red color represents feature with higher enrichment in autoimmune 

positive SNPs (Log2FC > 0). All significant and active features (Bonferroni adjusted P 

< 0.05, FC > 1) were marked with asterisk and selected for next epigenetic functional 

scoring. Enrichment analysis was performed using Fisher’s exact test. See detailed 

enrichment analysis results in Table S2.  
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Figure S3. Prioritized SNPs are significantly enriched in allele-specific motif and 

local and molecular QTLs 

(A-E) Functional enrichment for (A) allele-specific motif binding or (B-E) multiple 

intermediate molecular QTL data in multiple blood immune cell types (Table S3) on 

prioritized SNPs with epigenetic functionality support compared with all positive 

autoimmune SNPs. Multiple molecular QTL data are compared, including dsQTL 

(DNase-I hypersensitivity quantitative trait loci) (6,7), hQTL (histone modification 

quantitative trait loci) (6,8-10), bQTL (transcription factor binding quantitative trait loci) 

(10) and caQTL (chromatin accessibility quantitative trait loci) (11-13). Fisher’s exact 

test was performed in A-E, with fold enrichment and P-value shown.   
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Figure S4. Comparing integrative method with other methods using 

experimentally validated regulatory SNPs 

Comparison of experimentally validated functional SNPs between our integrative 

method and other five methods (1-5) from a high-throughput screen assay (14) in 

HepG2 cells (A) and K562 cells (B), respectively.   
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Figure S5. Overlapping of autoimmune disease associated genes between 

significantly enriched disease gene pathways and 19 autoimmune diseases 

Among all significantly enriched autoimmune disease associated gene sets (FDR 

adjusted P < 0.05) from the Disease Ontology (DO) pathway enrichment analysis using 

clusterProfiler R package (15), 8 diseases overlapped with 19 autoimmune diseases 

analyzed by us. Both gene counts (histogram) from enriched pathway and significance 

level (line chart) was shown, with overlapping genes in each disease pathway regulated 

by functional SNPs associated with the same autoimmune disease marked by orange. 

Abbreviation: RA: rheumatoid arthritis, CEL: celiac disease, MS: multiple sclerosis, 

AS: ankylosing spondylitis, PBC: primary biliary cirrhosis, SSc: systemic scleroderma, 

AA: alopecia areata, SLE: systemic lupus erythematosus.  
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Figure S6. Comparing target gene prediction results using different length of 

promoter definition 

(A) Venn diagrams showing overlapping of predicted target genes by defining promoter 

using different length of promoter definition (from 2-10KB surrounding transcription 

starting sites (TSS)) and more stringent definition (1KB surrounding TSS), which 

indicated negligible effect of length of promoter definition on target gene prediction 

results. (B) Comparing of percentage of predicted distal/local genes under different 

length of promoter definition (1-10KB surrounding TSS), which indicated negligible 

effect of length of promoter definition on dominant percentage of predicted distal genes. 
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Figure S7. Colocalization between GWAS association and cis-eQTL association on 

two example genes 

(A-B) Scatter plot showing comparison between GWAS association on selected 

autoimmune disease (upper) and cis-eQTL association on (A) HYAL3 or (B) CNTRL in 

whole blood (below). Association signal within 100-KB surrounding the GWAS index 

(P < 5×10-8, Table S1) was shown. Co-localization analysis (16) was performed to 

validate the potential causal genetic regulatory effect on autoimmune disease for these 

two genes. The posterior probability PP4 (the detected GWAS signal and cis-QTL 

association shared the same causal variant) was shown below. See Table S8 for all 

colocalization results. 

Abbreviation: RA: rheumatoid arthritis, IBD: inflammatory bowel disease. 
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Figure S8. Two example genes with known immunological roles exclusively 

regulated by distal functional SNPs  

Genomic annotation and chromatin interaction between distal functional SNPs and 

regulatory genes in (A-B) were visualized using WashU Epigenome Browser. Selected 

colocalization result on each gene are shown in right (see all cis-eQTL results in Table 

S5 and all colocalization results in Table S6). Summary of immunological roles on each 

gene are shown below (see detailed gene annotation results in Table S11). Both example 

genes in (A-B) had known immunological roles. Specifically, IL6ST encodes a receptor 

of IL-6 and its loss of mutation causes immunodeficiency and abnormal inflammatory 

responses (17). CD5 is a well-known negative regulator of TCR and BCR signaling 

with critical roles in protecting against autoimmunity (18).  

Abbreviation: RA: rheumatoid arthritis, MS: multiple sclerosis. IMPC: Gene KO in 

mouse displayed abnormal immune system phenotypes from the International Mouse 

Phenotyping Consortium (IMPC) portal (http://www.mousephenotype.org/) (19). 

expert curated or text mining predicted immune system diseases associated genes from 

the DisGeNET database (http://www.disgenet.org/home/) (20). SMR: causal effecter 

genes on autoimmune diseases identified by SMR (summary data–based Mendelian 

randomization) analysis (21).  
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Figure S9. Example gene (FAM213B) with unknown immunological roles 

exclusively regulated by distal functional SNPs  

(A) Genomic annotation and chromatin interactions between distal functional SNPs and 

FAM213B were visualized using WashU Epigenome Browser. (B) Selected 

colocalization result between FAM213B cis-eQTL association and GWAS association 

on ulcerative colitis (UC) are shown (see all cis-eQTL results in Table S5 and all 

colocalization results in Table S6). (C-D) Indicative immunological relevant function 

on FAM213B was shown, including (C) expression in multiple blood cells and (D) 

causal effect on several autoimmune diseases identified by SMR analysis (21). 
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Figure S10. Example gene (GBAP1) with unknown immunological roles 

exclusively regulated by distal functional SNPs  

(A) Genomic annotation and chromatin interaction between distal functional SNPs and 

GBAP1 were visualized using WashU Epigenome Browser. (B) Selected colocalization 

result between GBAP1 cis-eQTL association and GWAS association on Crohn's disease 

(CRO) are shown (see all cis-eQTL results in Table S5 and all colocalization results in 

Table S6). (C-D) Indicative immunological relevant function on GBAP1 was shown, 

including (C) expression in multiple blood cells and (D) causal effect on several 

autoimmune diseases identified by SMR analysis (21).  
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Figure S11. Example gene (ICMT) with unknown immunological roles exclusively 

regulated by distal functional SNPs  

(A) Genomic annotation and chromatin interaction between distal functional SNPs and 

ICMT were visualized using WashU Epigenome Browser. (B) Selected colocalization 

result between ICMT cis-eQTL association and GWAS association on inflammatory 

bowel disease (IBD) are shown (see all cis-eQTL results in Table S5 and all 

colocalization results in Table S6). (C) Indicative immunological relevant function on 

ICMT was shown (expressed in multiple blood cells).  
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Figure S12. Example gene (ICAM5) with unknown immunological roles 

exclusively regulated by distal functional SNPs  

(A) Genomic annotation and chromatin interaction between distal functional SNPs and 

ICAM5 were visualized using WashU Epigenome Browser. (B) Selected colocalization 

result between ICAM5 cis-eQTL association and GWAS association on inflammatory 

bowel disease (IBD) are shown (see all cis-eQTL results in Table S4 and all 

colocalization results in Table S6). (C) Indicative immunological relevant function on 

ICAM5 was shown, including (C) expression in multiple blood cells and (D) causal 

effect on several autoimmune diseases identified by SMR analysis (21).  
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Figure S13. Sharing of regulatory target genes between different significant TFs 

The orange rectangle represented 19 TFs sharing all target genes with another 9 TFs 

(blue), which might indicate their central regulatory roles. The transparency indicated 

counts of regulatory target genes on each TF. 
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Figure S14. Prevailing sharing of genetic disease-association and biological 

pathways on drug target genes   

(A-B) Count of (A) autoimmune drug target genes or (B) other drug target and predicted 

druggable genes associated with paired autoimmune diseases, with genes associated 

with individual disease shown in diagonal line. Disease association on gene targets are 

derived from their upstream functional SNPs (Table S5). (C) Counts of shared 

immunological related pathways between 41 known autoimmune-drug target genes 

(row) and all 198 drug target or druggable genes (column). Pathways were manually 

curated from all annotated biological terms (GO, KEGG, DO, Reactome) on predicted 

target genes (Table S10 and S11).   
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Figure S15. Predicted new potential drug targets for four autoimmune diseases 

The yellow rectangle shows predicted new drug genes for four autoimmune diseases, 

which had strong PPI with known drug target genes (blue). All predicted drug genes 

had known indications on other autoimmune diseases or non-autoimmune diseases.  
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Figure S16. Flowchart of fnGWAS pipeline 

The blue rectangle summarized five main analysis steps of fnGWAS (dissecting the 

functionality of noncoding GWAS SNPs) pipeline, with aim for each step shown (Step 

1-5). For each analysis step, the input data (represented by cylinder) and simplified 

example summarized output result (represented by yellow table) are shown, 

respectively. By default, fnGWAS begins with functional SNP prioritization by 

combing epigenetic functional scoring pipeline (Step1) and allele-specific analysis 

(Step2) using all susceptible SNPs associated with any interested diseases/traits as input, 

which outputs functional scores and functionality support for all positive SNPs (see 

detailed workflow for step 1 in Figure S1). Target gene prediction were then employed 

for all positive SNPs with functionality support (Step 3). Downstream functional 

analysis were then performed on predicted target genes (Step 4-5). Alternatively, each 

step of fnGWAS can be run independently, which support any user-defined input data. 

The fnGWAS have provided built-in 1000 genome v3 genotype data in European 

samples (22) for functional analysis. However, genotype data from population of any 

other ancestry (eg, European, African or Asian) was also applicable if user provided 

them. The whole pipeline including input annotation data are free available at 

https://github.com/xjtugenetics/fnGWAS or http://fngwas.online/download.php. 
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